*** = not currently available

**Rush Hour 1** US$22

Our number one best-seller, Rush Hour is sure to become a fixture in your everyday life. Recently voted one of Parents Choice Foundations "Best 25 Toys in 25 Years," Rush Hour puts players to the test, demanding both thought and vision. As if the commute home wasn't enough, in these 40 Beginner-to-Expert challenges, you must navigate your red car through the traffic jam and gridlock in order to successfully leave the game board. Experience what everyone is talking about, order your Rush Hour today!

Features: 40 Beginner to Expert challenges, challenge cards fit neatly into pull-out tray beneath the game tray, solutions

**Rush Hour 2** US$7.5

This exciting add-on pack for Rush Hour features a Sports Car and 40 original traffic nightmares with solutions, ranging in difficulty from Intermediate to the Grandmaster level. Original Rush Hour required to play.

**Rush Hour 3** US$7.5

This exciting add-on pack for Rush Hour features a Limo and 40 original traffic nightmares with solutions, ranging in difficulty from Intermediate to the Grandmaster level. Original Rush Hour required to play.

**Rush Hour 4** US$7.5

This exciting add-on pack for Rush Hour features a Taxi and 40 original traffic nightmares with solutions, ranging in difficulty from Intermediate to the Grandmaster level. Original Rush Hour required to play.

**Railroad Rush Hour** US$30

All Aboard for Family Fun! You be the conductor and guide your Red Locomotive off the game board, dodging freight cars and baggage platforms along the way. With 40 challenges from Beginner-to-Expert plus 10 Junior challenges, this exciting game provides a round trip ticket to FUN!

Features: 40 Beginner-to-Expert Challenges, 10 Junior Challenges, travel bag, solutions
Safari Rush Hour  US$30

Lions and Tigers and Elephants?? Oh my! In this wild and hairy version of Rush Hour, set in the African savannah, you must maneuver your trapped Safari Rover around the animals and through the jungle, making it safely off the game board. 40 Beginner-to-Expert challenges plus an additional 10 Junior challenges await those who are feeling wild!

Features: 40 Beginner-to-Expert challenges plus an additional 10 Junior challenges, travel bag, solutions

Stormy Seas  US$22

Imagine a fantastic new navigation game with all the fun of Rush Hour and a brilliant new twist: A movable playing surface! That's Stormy Seas, a sea-faring game of strategy where skippers try to find an open channel to steer their boat to safe harbor. An exceptionally rich puzzle experience with 40 game cards, four levels of play, and sliding bars that add to the excitement.

Features: 40 Beginner to Expert challenges, 9 boats, solutions

Roadside Rescue  US$22

Maneuver the Police Car, Fire Truck, and Ambulance through traffic, potholes, and construction cones to get to the rescue site. Forty-tw traffic jams, each with a unique traffic pattern provide hours of puzzling fun.

Features: 42 challenges, travel bag, solutions
**Shape By Shape** US$17.5
Shape up or ship out! We have converted the ancient Chinese game of Tangram into a fresh new puzzle adventure with Shape by Shape. Just fit 14 puzzle pieces together in the sturdy frame according to the image on one of the 60 challenge cards. Truly a great way to keep your mind in shape!
Features: 60 pattern challenge cards with two-part solutions, 14 puzzle pieces, cards store neatly in frame, excellent educational tool for parents and educators to teach about spatial relationships and to build pattern-matching skills.

**Block By Block** US$17.5
Have your very own block party! Use seven pieces of this building puzzle to match and construct 60 different three-dimensional patterns!
Features: Includes travel bag and solutions.

**Brick By Brick** US$17.5
All in all, this three-dimensional creative building game is not just another brick in the wall! Use the five puzzle pieces to create symmetrical walls to match 60 challenges!
Features: Includes travel bag and solutions.

**Square By Square** US$17.5
Finally, it's cool to be square! The newest addition to our family of creative pattern-building puzzles based on ancient Chinese tangram, is an essential piece for your collection. Square off against 60 challenges using all 14 puzzle pieces. Manipulate the 6 green pieces to make the image and the 8 blue pieces to make the background match the challenge card. All pieces fit snugly in the sturdy frame. Sounds easy right...think again!
Features: 60 pattern challenge cards with hints and solutions, 14 puzzle pieces, cards store neatly in frame, excellent educational tool for parents and educators to teach about spatial relationships and to build pattern-matching skills.

**Flip-It** US$17.5
A clever one-player strategy game. Place the turtles upside down on the board to match one of the 40 challenge cards. Jump turtles over each other, and flip the turtles you’ve jumped. Each puzzle is solved when all turtles are right side up.
**River Crossing** US$22
Welcome to the jungle! Complete with alligators, snakes and piranhas, the 40 challenges in this mind challenging game are sure to bring out your wild side. You must navigate your Hiker through the different challenges by moving planks, connecting them to tree stumps, in order to make it from one side of the river to the other safely!
Features: 40 Beginner-to-Expert Challenges, instructions and solutions, magnetized Hiker and planks for easy movement, travel bag

**River Crossing 2** US$16
Sensational sequel to the blockbuster original, River Crossing 2 North Woods Adventure comes with 40 NEW rough-and-rugged challenges beginning at the intermediate level. In this version, your Hiker has met a friend by the name of Husky Dog, whom you must rescue first, before crossing the river. Watch out for dodging grizzlies, leaping salmon and busy beavers as you make your through the wilderness! Original River Crossing required to play.
Features: 40 Intermediate to Grand Master Challenges, instructions and solutions, Husky Dog

**River Crossing Jr.** US$22
Now drivers as young as six can experience the fun and challenge of steering through traffic in their ice cream truck escape car. Playful vehicles and 40 simpler, age-appropriate challenges will amuse kids for hours. Escape the Traffic before the Ice Cream Melts!
Features: 40 challenges, travel bag included, challenge cards fit neatly into pull-out tray beneath the game tray,

**Hoppers** US$17.5
With a lily pad playing surface, 12 fun frogs, and 40 Beginner-to-Expert challenges, this classic peg-solitaire game challenges you to leave the red frog as the last one standing. Once you start pla playing and begin to hip and to hop, you'll be in the middle of game you just cant stop!
Features: Frogs and challenge cards store neatly in base of game board making it ideal for travel

**TIPOVER** US$22
You’ll flip over TIPOVER! This three-dimensional multi-level challenge game will delight problem solvers at any skill level. To start, set up crates of different colors and heights on the game grid to match any one of 40 Beginner-to-Expert card challenges. Next, tip over the crates to connect your Tipper to the red crate, which is your final destination on the card. There's a catch; your Tipper can't jump over empty grid spaces. Only you control your fate by tipping over the right crate!
Features: 40 Beginner-to-Expert challenges, solutions on back of each challenge card, travel bag, develops problem solving skills
**Switch Back** US$22
Arrange 24 marbles into more than 40 different patterns by shifting the slider bars and tipping the game back and forth simultaneously!

**Prairie Dogs** US$13.5
This ingenious stacking puzzle challenges you to put 13 pesky Prairie Dogs back in their burrows. Match the Prairie Dogs to the right holes so that all six puzzle pieces fit flat between the top and bottom layers. Caution: These cute little critters are crafty -- and loads of fun!

**Port to Port** US$17.5
Sail your three-piece ship from port to port and keep her intact in the process! Players slide the bars and shift the tiles up, down, and sideways in this fun-filled, hand-held game.

**No crunch** US$17.5
Rearrange the 20 numbers on the tokens by spinning the trunstile.

**FlipSide** US$15
The Flipping, Sliding Brainteaser Challenge. The newest in our line of exciting brainteasers, it's one of our most unique single-player challenges yet. The object is easy: Line up the number tiles from zero to nine. Slide the rows to move the tiles then flip the cylinder to reverse the top and bottom numbers. Catch is, six of the ten numbers reverse at one time. This flipping, sliding, take-anywhere teaser is not only tough to solve, but it's tough to put down as well! Slide it, flip it, solve it.

Features: Built-in number tiles and rotating cylinder, ergonomic, easy-to-grip handles handles, convenient travel- and-storage box.

**Hippo Haven** US$16
To Play: Fit the six hippos so they're flat on the pool's surface.

**Adults!**
Don't be fooled by those lazy hippos--it's not as easy as it looks!

**Kids!**
If you're swamped by our swamp, our hint's-to-solution answer booklet is enclosed. Once you've succeeded, let someone near and dear to you try it-you'll be high and dry while they're stuck in the mud!

**Fifteen Puzzle** US$13.5
The Fifteen Puzzle has the distinction of being on one of the world's best-known puzzles! Originally introduced in 1933, this faithful reproduction of the classic numerical slide puzzle is constructed of smooth, polished metal and decorative enamel, pleasing both the eyes and the hands. With over 30 challenges in all, this award-winning classic is sure to have your number!

Features: Includes instruction book with over 30 challenges; leatherette travel case
**Raging Rapids** US$17.5***

Ready for a wet-n-wild ride? Help 12 white water rafters brave the rapids and make it safely back into their raft. For a bunch of stranded rafters, they sure are picky as to how they get back into the capsized raft. The crew, fit with jigsaw pieces as a base, can face either the bow or stern of the raft, but there is only one correct solution for each direction. Either help these rafters back in their raft, or be all washed up. Two puzzles in one and boatload of fun!

**Spin Out** US$15

The Spinning, Sliding Brainteaser Challenge. To play this new spin on a ThinkFun® original, simply start at the designated spot as shown, then one by one turn each disk sideways to form a a straight line. The object is to line up the disks in order to release the slide. Twist by twist, turn by turn, work your way to unlock the secret of removing the slide. So, come on, take this brainteaser out for a spin!

Features: Seven easy-turn disks, easy-slide game pieces, new hinge design for simple reset.

**Subtrax** US$22

It's a whole new twist on the classic favorite "peg solitaire" that challenges players in a whole new way. Patience, problem solving and puzzling skills are put to the test as players jump over a field of blue pegs, one-by-one, until only the orange peg is left. Sound easy? Think again. New diabolical solitaire game pattern defines which way a player can jump, increasing the level of difficulty. Challenges start simple then build in complexity as players develop their strategies. Guaranteed to keep players entertained for hours and improve sequential thinking skills. Fun, brightly colored packaging makes this a "must have" in any game enthusiast's collection.

**Top This** US$22

A Shape-Matching, Shape-Stacking Game for Puzzle Addicts

You’ll be challenged and delighted in this game that confounds your ability to visualize and match patterns. Game cards specify different orange and blue puzzle shapes. You must create identical shapes by stacking orange pieces on top of blue pieces, or vice versa. How difficult can it be? This surprisingly tricky game will have you slapping your forehead in happy exasperation. Intermediate and expert levels offer more challenging fun with greater numbers of game pieces.

**Two Sets Soam(Wood)** US$27

Have your very own block party! Use seven pieces of this building puzzle to match and construct 60 different three-dimensional patterns!

Features: Includes travel bag and solutions.
LOGIX (JUNIOR, SUPER, MASTER) US$40
Logix Signature (I, II, III) US$40

◊ A great play-alone or cooperative hands-on activity for hours of fun.
◊ Builds self-confidence, concentration, problem-solving and decision-making skills.
◊ Loved by children and parents, recommended by child development experts and consumer associations.
◊ A practical book-game, ideal for home, school and travel.
◊ 1 or more players.

Double Decker Puzzles US$13.5
24th International Puzzle Party Collector’s Exchanges Puzzle

"Use all the pieces to build a double-deck structure, in which every triangle on the lower level supports a triangle above and every triangle on the upper level is supported by a triangle below."
Your IQ is over 150 if solving the puzzle by yourself in 30 days.

Riga Tower US$27

There are twelve ancient towers in Riga. The base of each consists of three regular hexagons each sharing one side with each of the other two. On these regular hexagons are right prisms of varying heights. It is decided that the twelve towers are to be combined into a modern museum of height 7.

Bermuda Triangle US$19

The Bermuda Triangle is a stretch of the Atlantic Ocean bordered by a line from Florida to the islands of Bermuda, to Puerto Rico and then back to Florida.

This puzzle is made by Professor Bill Cutler, its name is Bermuda Triangle, so we can see how difficult it is.

Hanoi Tower US$12

1883, French mathematician Prof. Edouard Lucas introduced this puzzle to Europe in a magazine. It originated from a story in a temple of ancient India. (Some said Lucas fictionalized the story to give more mysterious feelings around the puzzle.) According to the story, inside the ancient Indian temple there is a board with three wooden poles. One of the poles has a stack of 64 metal disks in increasing order from top to bottom. The God has instructed the monks to move all the 64 disks from one pole to the other. However, they can only move one disk at a time, and a disk can only be place on a larger disk. That is, at any given time, any one of the three poles has the stack of disks ordering its sizes from top to bottom in ascending order. The monks were also told that until a day, such that all 64 disks have been moved to the given pole according to the rules, the world shall end and everything shall return to its origins.

Two Tower US$15

The puzzle 'Two Towers' is designed by Prof. Andy Liu from University of Alberta. The concept was originated from the Hanoi Tower. Under the same rules, how to exchange the position of the Black and White towers?

Solomon's Treasure US$15
**Treasure Quest**
In this search for hidden treasure, finding the gold masks is just the beginning. Kids must escape with the treasure safely in hand, or risk becoming trapped in the temple. Players will dodge dead-ends, cryptic paths, and unmovable artifacts to

**Pirate's Gold**

This sequential reasoning game requires you to think and plan several steps ahead, like an expert chess player. The red-cloaked, wooden-legged pirate confronts a variety of obstacles on his quest for the lost treasure. He can't jump, but must move up and down the black game grid, negotiating fixed skull and crossbones pieces and mobile directional chips to reach the exit gate with his treasure intact. At advanced levels of play the stakes get higher, with more treasure troves and more fun!

**Pete’s Pike = 22 USD**
Puzzle experts can't get enough of this deceptively simple, wonderfully ingenious game of tactical maneuver. The goal is to get hiker Pete to the red spot at the top of the mountain, but this journey can be a bit of a slippery slope. Great for game night with friends, this diverting game of analysis and positioning will challenge the most intrepid player and lead to what one fan called "Major Fun-ness!"

**Hot Spot = 22 USD**
In this game of strategy and logic, it's ok to be in the hot seat. In fact, the goal is to hop your red robot over obstacles to reach the red spot on one corner of the game board. Jump over blue and green BOTS to reach your goal in the quickest, most efficient way possible. An award-winning travel game, the colorful board functions as a self-contained traveling case. With board dynamics that are constantly changing, this game will keep minds of all ages limber and alert

**Cover Your Tracks**
Cover your tracks to avoid being followed! In this high stakes spatial development game, kids must cover their tracks on a journey through mud, sand, snow and cement. First, kids select one of 20 challenge cards. Then they place all four pieces on the game tray to cover their tracks. As the game play gets more challenging, players will put their spatial development skills to the test on a journey across different terrains.